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Keeley has been using
Oak Academy to learn 
about 
doubling and halving.



Bubble One -

Busy making their

under the water 

caves.



He’s also been 

making good progress 

with his writing. 

Here is a letter he wrote 

to Miss Bradbury.

Luca loves to

solve maths

problems.

Maia made a delicious 

cream tea for her family. 

She also wrote a lovely 

letter to Miss Bradbury.



Imogen made a lovely 

under the sea cave at 

school. She added 

pebbles and shells at 

home.



A range of fantastic 

work from Corin 

and Oceana.



Bubble 2 -This week we 

have been learning about 

the weather, using water 

colour paints for weather 

pictures, keeping a 

weather diary and taking 

weather recordings, 

temperature, wind and 

rainfall. We made an ocean 

in a bottle investigating the 

separating of oil and water. 

Jake proudly showing his 

English work - Past Tense 

Verbs in the First Person.



3. Finally they placed some 

leaves on top for food.

They will be keeping a diary 

of how worms live and eat for 

a week before returning 

them to the compost heap.2. Adding the 

coloured layers of 

sand so we can see 

how the worms 

work.

1. Finding 

the worms 

and the soil.

Joseph and Isaac 

have been making a 

wormarium.



Jenifer has been 

developing her 

drawing skills and 

working hard at setting 

out her maths work 

accurately to avoid 

errors.

Mia has been following the Oak 

Academy lessons and has 

written a letter linked to 

Oliver Jeffer's book

‘The Day the Crayons Quit.’

She’s also 

continuing to 

practice her 

spellings and 

achieve well in her 

weekly tests.

Well done Mia!



Reece has been working 

hard, continuing his stone 

age learning with time 

lines, reading and 

comprehension.

He’s also been following 

instructions for building a 

model Stonehenge, just 

in time for the Summer 

Solstice this weekend!



Cicely has been 

busy writing a 

Greek myth.

This is her 

description of 

her mythical 

creature.



Cicely has been 

learning about 

how the heart 

works and what 

happens when 

you exercise.

Some of her 

fun artwork!

She has also been 

learning about 

the rock cycle.



The Year 6 Bubble 

had fun assembling 

models of the 

human skeleton 

whilst learning the 

names and 

functions of bones.



An excellent 

weather station 

project 

by Edie-May



Emily and Anna 

have been 

learning about 

Buddhism.

A game of 

Scrabble.

Making cards 

and 

Origami boxes.

Some great 

English work.



Pippa has been 

learning about 

volcanoes.

Lots of 

decimal work 

too, applying 

to different 

contexts.



Geography -

Learning about the 

counties in England.

Aulay -
Oak Academy -

medieval monarch 

work. Who was 

responsible for

Thomas Beckets 

death? 

Similes 

practise.



Harriet's 

poignant and 

thought 

provoking poem 

about lock 

down.



Tristan has been 

enjoying the lessons 

from Oak Academy.

Writing a set 

of instructions.

Ordering and 

writing decimals.

Science -

What is an 

adaptation?



Bubbles 3 & 4 –

Self-portraits inspired 

by Rob Biddulph



Another busy week 

for the Year 6 bubble 

with lots of science 

based on Darwin's 

theory of evolution.

We also reinforced our 

understanding of 

translations and 

reflections in maths, 

and have been using the 

book Kid Normal to 

make comparisons, 

predictions, and learn 

about characters.


